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MN 2050 Initiatives

Organize 2009-12
- Larry Frevert challenge: 2009
- Identify Partners
- Mission & Objectives
- Fund raising

Videos & Website 2013-15
- Cable TV, website & Partners
- "Industries of Constant Motion"

Asset Management 2014-17
- Statewide Survey: AM Software Use
- Phase 2 Survey
- State Auditor: Online AM Tool

STEM 2010+
- Get STEM website
- Partner w/ASCE

Grassroots Campaign 2016-17
- An $830K Proposal
- Survey Monkey -Caucus Results

Survey Monkey -Caucus Results
- Attend MN Caucuses

MN2050 Sustainable Infrastructure Goal
Advocacy

• What is it?
• How define it?
• Engagement
Know - Don’t Know

Survey Responses

Agencies With Asset

Using Asset Mgmt

Assets
Asset Management Goal

Survey Responses

Using Asset Management

Agencies

Assets
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